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1. Introduction
The redistribution of electrons among the many available energy levels, including those
of the continuum, during an atomic collision is a fundamental process of physics.
Although primarily, and rightly, seen as a problem in atomic physics it has wide
consequences in other branches of physics because of its application to such diverse
pheiioiiieiiii PS aiiioiiie, ~ioppiiigp ~ i e i aiid
,
siiiiiiiiid iiiid 'jidogi~daspects of
radiation damage. Partly because of these wider connotations, but also from a straightforward desire to understand such a basic process, this topic has attracted the attention
of many physicists since the early work of Thomas (1927), Bethe (1930) and Bohr
(1948). Such early work was often concerned with total cross sections for excitation
and ionization but following the revival of interest in atomic collisions in the 1960s
experimenters soon learned that studies of the energy and angular distributions of
ejected electrons, the doubly differential cross sections (DOCS), would provide a much
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more sensitive test of available theory. Indeed, these studies continue to provide the
steady source of data needed to promote that interaction with theory so essential to a
proper understanding of the mechanisms involved.
The simplest situation one can envisage is that of single ionization caused by a fast
(U >>Z,/n)bare ion incident on atomic hydrogen or other low-2, target for which the
electronic wavefunctions, of principal quantum number n, are exact or well known,
For such direct ionization the first order Born approximation (Merzbacher and Lewis
1958) gives good values of the DDCS, with the notable exception of the cusp structure
in the forward direction which requires special treatment (Macek 1970, Dettmann et
al 1974).
However, the case is more complicated when the projectile carries its own electrons
into the collision. Experimental measurements of the DDCS with such structured
projectiles are probably as numerous as those using bare ions, but the challenge for
the theory is clearly much more severe. Although we commonly speak of electron loss,
meaning projectile ionization, it is clear that electrons may now originate from projectile
or target and either or both may be left in an excited state. In the first experiments of
this type Burch et a1 (1973) discovered a broad 'electron loss peak' which they correctly
attributed to ionization of the projectile. Their semiclassical binary encounter model
proposed that projectile electrons were elastically scattered by the target in a way
closely resembling the scattering of free electrons (Bohr 1948). Hartley and Walters
(i987bj have pointed out that the singiy difierentiai cross section for the eiastic
scattering of free electrons and for Burchs elastic scattering model (ESM) both show
similar structure in the angular dependence (Duncan and Menendez 1979, 1981, Heil
et a/ 1991d); this structure arising from the ability of the projectile electrons to probe
successive shells of the target. It is particularly easy to see the operation of the ESM
for 180' scattering. If a beam of free electrons with unique velocity U is incident on a
heavy target, those making head-on collisions with the massive nucleus will simply
bounce back at -U and so display a delta-function peak at energy u2/2. Since the
incoming electrons actually have a velocity distribution characteristic of their initial
bound state to the projectile, the delta-function changes to a broad peak characteristic
of the Compton profile of that initial state. The electron loss peak may therefore be
used to gain information about the initial binding of the electron to the projectile
(Strang 2nd L..CZS 1977).
Quantum mechanical calculations for electron loss again started from the first Born
approximation (Bates and Griffing 1954), Drepper and Briggs (1976) making the
connection with target ionization by formulating the cross section in the projectile
frame before transforming to the laboratory frame. This procedure immediately shows
the importance of the soft collisions in producing another cusp-shaped structure at
very small angles, this time characteristic of electron loss to continuum projectile states
(Rudd and Macek 1972). Detailed studies of the asymmetries of these electron loss
cusps now make it clear that something better than first Born is needed to describe
projectile ionization, especially for heavy targets (Hartley and Walters 3987b, JakubaflaAmundsen 1990).
A major step forward in measurement techniques was made by DuBois and Manson
(1986) who introduced coincident techniques to the data gathering. The DDCS was
measured in coincidence with the charge state of the transmitted projectile so that for
the first time projectile ionization and target ionization could be separated. This at last
removes one of the major difficulties that plagued earlier interpretations. We still have
the problem that we do not know the final state of the target but the collision is almost
as well specified as for the bare projectile. The most interesting feature to emerge from
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DuBois and Manson's results was a large contribution to electron ejection from
collisions in which both target and projectile became simultaneously ionized.
In formulating an improved model for projectile ionization we must first draw
attention to a distinction made by Bates and Griffing (1954). Since, for a light projectile,
the amount of momentum required to eject an electron from the projectile and the
amount required to excite the target are similar we see that two independent channels
can contribute. In singly inelastic ( S I ) collisions only the projectile is ionized: the target
is assamed tn rem& in its g r o ~ n dstz!~. Hn:rever when the prnjec!i!e ionization is
accompanied by ionization or excitation of the target the collision is inelastic with
respect to both partners and so known as doubly inelastic ( D I ) . Now we can, in fact,
envisage two D I mechanisms by which simultaneous ionization might take place.
Electrons from the projectile may interact directly with electrons of the target causing
'coherent projectile ionization'; alternatively a projectile electron may scatter from the
target nucleus and at the same time (meaning in the same collision) an electron from
the target may scatter from the projectile nucleus causing 'incoherent projectile ionization'. This second process, not included in the conventional description, is similar to
two simultaneous S I processes each centred o n a different nucleus. We note that Feagin
et a1 (1984) were able to give an improved description of transfer excitation based on
a mechanism which is similar to these two D I processes.
For our theoretical description of electron loss we use a quantum mechanical
version of the ESM: the electron impact approximation ( E I A ) . In contrast to the Born
approximation or the impulse approximation of Hartley and Walters (1987b), the
emitted electron is described by a scattering eigenstate of the target field. Since the
influence of the projectile field on the final electronic state is neglected the forward
cusp cannot be reproduced, however the prescription should be adequate for heavy
targets and emission angles 330". While the E I A theory containing only the SI contribution (Jakubapa 1980) gave a partly satisfactory description of the loss spectra from
non-coincidence experiments (Kovtr et a1 1988) it failed for those coincidence experiments examining backward emission from heavy targets (DuBois and Manson 1990,
Heil et a1 1991a). Wang et a1 (1991), prompted by an unresolved discrepancy between
the measured singly differential cross section for electron loss at backward angles and
the theory of Hartley and Walters (1987b), have given an improved treatment of the
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neighbourhood of the electron loss peak. However, recognizing that even such a n
improved S I calculation does not reproduce the experimental ejection at energies below
the loss peak, the same authors point to the necessity of including the D I contribution
and give an independent second-order estimate of the coherent D I mechanism for the
H'+Ar system (Wang et a1 1992). The sum of their S I and D I channels gives good
agreement with our data for 0,= 180'.
In the present work the incoherent part of the doubly inelastic process is included
in the E I A theory in the framework of a second Born approach and it is shown that
the incoherent projectile-target ionization gives the dominant contribution to electron
loss at energies below the loss peak. We compare the E I A model with coincidence
DDCS measurements of electron loss from H o and He' in collision with Ar targets.
These measurements are an extension of earlier coincidence experiments using He
targets (Heil et a/ 1991b).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a description of the experiment.
In section 3 the E I A theory is developed, and then the experimental spectra are compared
with theory (section 4). The conclusion is drawn in section 5. Atomic units are used
unless otherwise indicated.
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2. Apparatus and techniques

We obtained experimental DDCS for electron emission by intersecting a high velocity
neutral particle beam (H', Hen)with an argon target at the entrance focus of a cylindrical
mirror electron spectrometer. Electrons were observed at emission angles from 30°-180"
and with energies between 25 and 1500 eV. Additionally, the charge states (e.g. H+,
Het, He2+)of the transmitted projectiles were separated and counted in coincidence
with the emitted electrons using a 'list mode' technique. A detailed description of the
apparatus and electronics is given in Heil ef a1 (1991b) and is shown here in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic view of experimental apparatus.

A considerable part of our attention was directed towards the production of the
neutral projectile beams; particularly removal of charged components and attempts to
quench the long lived metastable states. The neutral 0.5 MeV hydrogen beam was
created by dissociating molecules of momentum analysed 1.0 MeV H: in a one metre
long gas cell containing -0.05 mbar of air. The remaining charged components were
then deflected out of the neutral beam b y an electric field of 10' V m-' produced by
electrodes at i l kV potential and 0.5 m long. This electric field is sufficient to mix the
2s and 2p states of atomic hydrogen and since, at our velocity, the beam spends
approximately five hundred times the lifetime of the 2p state in this field we do not
expect significant contamination by the 2s or other excited states (Bethe and Salpeter
1957). Production of the neutral helium beam was achieved by electron capture of a
momentum analysed Hef beam again in collision with air in the gas cell ( p S 0.08 mbar).
Metastable He (2'S,,2) is Z4 times more difficult to quench than hydrogen so we
applied an additional electric field (=8 x 1O'V m-') inside the gas cell itself, in addition
to the weaker field mentioned above. Nevertheless those He' atoms created near the
exit of the gas cell are subject only to the weaker field. Tests made by switching Off
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the stronger field showed an increase of about 20% in the electron loss peak in the
forward direction. Using data of Horsdal Pedersen et al (1980), the 'contamination'
of the helium beam by the surviving metastable component is estimated to be as large
as 35-40% in the target area. In the worst case, i.e. a fraction of 40%metastable helium,
we estimate that our measured doubly differential cross sections (d2u/dCL, dE,) could
be at most 25% larger than for a pure ground state helium beam.
The diameter of the neutral beam for both projectiles is less than 0.7 mm in the
target area, where the beam ~rnrrerP dirzcted argcx gas jet. Aft-: ::zre:slxg :he ta:ge:
area the outgoing projectiles are:
(i) either stripped by a thin carbon foil (20 p g cm-2) with well known stripping
efficiency (Northcliffeand Schilling 1970) and then collected in a biased Faraday cup
where they cause an electric current (single mode measurements);
(ii) or charge state analysed by a post collision electric deflection field and then
counted by a high count rate (= 1 MHz) beam detector (Rinn et a1 1982) via the induced
secondary electron emission from a metal plate (coincidence measurements).
T h e cylindrical mirror electron spectrometer is similar to that described by Bemardi
et a/ (1988). It can be rotated under vacuum and is initially aligned to the precise
forward direction (0,
= Oo*0.25") by locating the maximum yield of the electron loss
peak. Input and exit apertures were chosen to give an energy resolution consistent
with good transmission (A0, = 1.67', AE/ E = 3 x
The magnetic field of the earth
was compensated by three mutually perpendicular pairs of Helmholtz coils but because
of uncertainties in the trajectories of very low energy electrons no data below 25 eV
are shown. Electron spectra were accumulated in 3 eV steps for single mode and 13 eV
for coincidence mode measurements.
The absolute normalization of the singles data was made by measuring the beam
current in a shielded Faraday cup. To determine the transmission function and efficiency
of the spectrometer at various 0, we first measured absolute DDCS for proton impact
on argon at 20", 30" and 50" and normalized the resulting data to the values given by
Rudd et a1 (1976). The same experimental conditions were then used for neutral beam
impact. For those angles not measured by Rudd et ol we used a proton beam and
measured the signal from the Ar Auger peak at about 200 eV. This peak has been
studied by Stolterfoht er a/ (1974) and is believed to be isotropic.
%e c=ificidcnce da:a w z e xo:~-a!ized by coun:ing the E m b e r nf tre-sr.-itted
projectiles with a given final charge state. Since the efficiency of the particle detector
is less than unity it is not possible to obtain the beam current directly from the particle
count rate. For Ho impact the absolute normalization of the coincidence data was
achieved by setting maxima of the coincidence data and the singles data to be equal
at the top of the electron loss peak, since at this point the contribution from pure
target ionization is negligible. Similarly in the case of Heo the sum of the coincident
intensities for outgoing He+ and He2+was equated to the singles intensity at the top
of that singles intensity. Finally, to monitor the stability of the target gas pressure
during the experiment a surface barrier detector was used to count the projectiles
scattered by the target gas (Rutherford scattering). The uncertainties in the final absolute
doubly differential cross sections are due to the normalization procedures, the counting
statistics and, especially for helium impact, the uncertain content of metastable components. They are estimated to be less than 80% for both single mode and coincidence
experiments. Relative uncertainties are smaller. Near the electron loss peak maximum
they are approximately +15% but they increase up to +SO% for electron energies lower
than SO eV or higher than 500 eV where the count rate is small.
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3. Theory

For electron loss in collisions with heavy target atoms the ejected electron is primarily
influenced by the target potential. Therefore the electron emission will be described
in terms of capture to the target continuum. Within the semiclassical theory the
transition amplitude for exciting the projectile electron from the bound state
(with
energy E : ) to the target scattering state
(with energy Ef),and the target electrons
from the ground state 4: (with energy ET) to a final state 4; (with energy E T ) is
approximated by (3.1).
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vT= veT+('$TI veel6T).
Two processes are distinguished. The projectile electron may scatter elastically on the
the singly inelastic contribution to electron loss. Alternatively
target atom (+;=
it can scatter inelastically on the target leading to target excitation (4;#4T), the
doubly inelastic contribution to electron loss. For ay: the transition is induced by the
effective target field V, consisting of the electron-target nucleus ( VeT) and the mean
electron-target electron ( Vee) interaction. A first-order theory gives a satisfactory
description. For a;' we have a coherent and an incoherent term. The latter is of second
order and describes the incoherent projectile-target ionization due to two subsequent
couplings between the projectile electron and the target field ( VT), and the target
electrons and the projectile central field ( VPJ. This field accounts for the presence of
passive projectile electrons. The propagation is in the target field, Go,=
(i&-HT-Te- VT+is)-' where HT is the electronic Hamiltonian of the target atom
and T. the kinetic energy of the active projectile electron. The first-order term in a y ,
describing the coherent projectile-target ionization due to Vce, is small for large
emission angles because the electron-electron coupling does not provide the large
momenta needed to eject the projectile electron with large energy relative to the
projectile. Test calculations within the first-order Born theory for electron loss indicate
that for argon targets the coherent ionization is unimportant for angles >30"and hence
only the second-order term in a/9' will be retained.
Fourier transforming the projectile state Y p and using a straight-line path with
impact parameter b for the internuclear trajectory R = b + ut, where U is the collision
velocity, as: becomes
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Here PE,, = E,- E : is the energy transferred to the projectile electron and
( Z P ) - " ~ exp(iqrT), r, being the electron coordinate in the target frame of reference.
For the further evaluation of ( 3 . 2 ) the scattering matrix element is replaced by the
elastic scattering amplitude
(3.3)

and the peaking of the initial electronic state in momentum space qpP ( q - U) at q = U
is used in ( 3 . 3 ) to replace q by q,e, = ( A E ~ u2/2)e,/u. The z-direction e, is chosen

+
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parallel to U. As shown in Jakubapa (1980) the singly inelastic part of the loss cross
section can then be cast into a product consisting of the cross section d u J d f l =
lf(q., @/)I2 for elastic electron scattering o n the target field and the Compton profile
J, needed to account for the momentum distribution of the initial electronic state

(3.4)
Here, 0, is the emission angle of the electron and E,= kf'/2 with kf the electronic
momentum in the target frame. From (3.4)it is obvious that the cross section peaks
near q. = U, i.e. near Er= u 2 / 2 + E: and the peak width is determined by J,. The influence
of the target through the scattering cross section duJdfl leads to angular dependent
variations of the peak position and width. In this context it is very important that the
scattering amplitude is calculated from exact target scattering states which are obtained
from solving an appropriate Schodinger equation (Jhanwar et a1 1978).
The incoherent contribution is evaluated by introducing a complete set of eigenstates
to HT+T,+ V,, $:.*+:.
With this the propagator Gof reduces to an energy
denominator. Since V, only couples the states of the projectile electron, while V,,
only affects the target states, orthogonality between @: and
and between $; and
JIF. can be used to eliminate the sum over intermediate states. Hence we have

+,:

where the energy phases of the initial and final states have been written explicitly.
Next $: is transformed into the target frame of reference and the Fourier transform
of V,, and
is introduced. This makes the time integral trivial and we obtain
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Ef is the targ?t excitation energy and
field 1\ 1' P1 e - - - r ? 11-1
-11/2/~2
fG:
2r1

(al,[exp(isr)lqpl.)]/s2for Heo. We denote the

(3.6)

cpeis theaEd
Fourier transformed

-r?i-i~/2r~t-I "I
LA
~

He+. ground-state function as q,,). The
structure is similar to (3.2) except for the appearance of the excitation matrix element
for the N target electrons. The evaluation of this incoherent doubly inelastic cross
section is described in detail in Jakubapa-Amundsen (1992). Basically, similar approximations as for the singly inelastic cross section are applied. The sum over the target
final states is evaluated by means of a closure approximation introduced by Hartley
and Walters (1987a) which particularly considers target excitation to the continuum.
One finds
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The target states were taken as Slater determinants composed of single-particle Hartree,
the correspondFock states qp'n,Q; is a target continuum state with momentum K ~ do,
ing solid angle of emission, AE;. = A + ~ $ / 2where A is the target ionization potential
and Si.(k) with k = q , + ( A E ~ . / u ) e , is the incoherent scattering form factor (Cromerand Mann 1967). The minimum momentum transfer is qmin=( A E ~ . + A E ~ ~ + D ~ / ~ ) / u ,
and q: = q 2 - q i i n .Notice that the quantity G ( K k~) , originally introduced by Hartley
and Walters (1987a) to ensure completeness of the target states, appears-in both the
"I?me%?!!?r and the denominator of (5.7). Hence the '.se of hyd:nge"ic 1%:ta:es fc: q:
with a scaled effective charge (Zerr=2.25 for the Ar valence electrons) does not lead
to severe inaccuracies. The advantage of hydrogen-like single-particle projectile and
target states is an analytic evaluation of the integrals over ds, (the s components
perpendicular to U ) and over dfL, (Hartley and Walters 1987a, Jakubapa-Amundsen
1992). In the numerical calculation of the electronic scattering eigenstates the static
tareet potential has heen parametrized according to Strand and Ronham (1964!, while
the parameters of the polarization potential defined in Jakubapa-Amundsen (1992) are
taken as a = 13.333, A =0.58 and ko= 2. The choice of A as the first ionization threshold
and the cutoff parameter ko has been made such that the experimental low-energy
elastic scattering cross sections du,/dR from DuBois and Rudd (1975) are reasonably
well reproduced. An inclusion of 30 partial waves in the scattering state for argon
provides sufficient accuracy. For Heo an effective charge of 1.7 and a binding energy
0.91795 have been used. Also, a factor of 2 has been included in the cross section so
accounting for the possibility to eject either projectile electron.
4. Results

Absolute DDCS for electron ejection in 0.5 MeV H'+Ar collisions at emission angles
ranging from 30" to 180" are shown in figure 2. Three features are seen in the singles
spectra. The large and broad electron loss peak at electron momenta close to the
projectile velocity is prominent at all angles. The binary encounter peak at the high
momenta =2u cos 0, is of course visible only at the smaller angles. There is a large
signal from low energy electrons. The latter two features are conventionally ascribed
to target electrons and it is instructive to compare the signal produced by H3 with that
produced by Ht, also shown in figure 2. Both projectiles are equally effective in
producing the high energy binary encounter electrons since a hard collision is needed
so that screening in the Ha is ineffective, however the long range Coulomb field of H+
is more effective in producing low energy electrons. The argon LMM Auger peak at
about 200 eV, clearly visible during proton impact, is completely submerged in
the electron loss peak from Ho which now stands more than an order of magnitude
above it.
When Ho is used as the projectile and electrons are counted in coincidence with
outgoing H+ the signal near the top of the loss peak is essentially the same as that
from the non-coincident run, because in this region all electrons originate from the
projectile. However, as we proceed to the low energy side of the loss peak or to the
binary peak region, the coincidence data progressiveiy Mi beiow the singles dais.
The difference between the singles and the coincidence data is due to 'pure' target
ionization, leaving the projectile unaffected. In the coincidence experiments, the final
charge state of the target was not measured. Therefore, the origin of the detected
electrons is twofold: they may be projectile electrons leaving the target inert or excited;
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the latter process being the simultaneous projectile-target ionization identified by
DuBois and Manson (1986). However, the electrons may also be target electrons with
the projectile being simultaneously ionized, preferrably at very small Ei and in the
binary peak region.
The theoretical curves from section 3 are also shown in figure 2. It is seen that for
all angles the data near the loss peak maxima are well described by just the singly
inelastic part of the EIA theory. However on the low-energy side this theory drops off
too fast. In principle this could be due to the approximations made in the step from
(3.2) to (3.4). Wang er a / (1991) have avoided these particular approximations but
their SI cross sections at the two angles 130" and 150" are even further below our data
on the low energy side. Inclusion of the DI simultaneous projectile-target ionization
enhances the cross section considerably, particularly on this low energy side of the
loss peak. This confirms the conjecture (Heil er al 1991a) that the doubly inelastic
events play a significant role in the differential electron spectra. The theoretical intensity
at small E, still falls far below the coincidence data. Part of this deficiency may he
attributed to the fact that one cannot distinguish experimentally between target continuum electrons (Kovkr er a1 1989) and projectile electrons even in our coincidence
arrangement. The presence of target continuum electrons leads to a modification of
the spectrum which is not accounted for in the theory. We point out that a calculation
of the DI part of the process again avoiding the approximations corollary to (3.2)-(3.4)
will presumably reduce the DI contribution just as it did for the SI contribution, sn
this is of no help. At 0,= 30" inclusion of the coherent part of the D I contribution
may double this part of theory but this is still not sufficient to account for the measured
intensity below 80 eV. I n contrast adding the incoherent part of the DI channel to the
S I channel raises the theoretical cross section above the experimental value near the
maximum of the electron loss peak and this overprediction becomes progressively

*xoie

iocreases io.wai& 180". The conjerluencej of
oveipre;iciion
by the theory are clearly seen in the singly differential cross section (SDCS) shown in
figure 3 where we compare our recent data (integrated over the energy range 140-370 eV)
to that of Duncan and Menendez (19791, our present theory, and the theory of Hartley
and Walters (1987b). The new data are substantially different from the earlier (1979)
results. This may reflect improvements in electron spectroscopy over the last decade
but a further independent measurement is clearly desirable. We know conclusively
from the coincidence measurements that D I processes do play an important part in
the electron ejection yet we see that an E i A theory which ignores them and considers
only si processes actually gives a better fit to our data at @,a 120". This is of course
spurious.
Passing now to our results for He' incident on Ar we show DDCS for three ejection
angles in figure 4. The same three general features exhibited in figure 2 are present
and again we believe there is a contribution to the signal which must arise from DI
events. Additionally in the 0,= 30" results it is just possible to see that the coincidence
data from Heo becoming doubly stripped to He'+ are broader than those for single
electron loss. This illustrates the influence of the Compton profile J, on the measured
spectra referred to in section 3. In making a comparison with theory we see that the
small discrepancies present in the hydrogen data in figure 2 have become severe for
the helium projectile. Inclusion of the V I term results in an overprediction of the DDCS
which is now quite clear even at 0 , = 30Oand again becomes progressively more serious
at higher angles. Now, even the SI process alone overestimates the magnitude of the
cross section for the two backward angles, giving reasonable predictions only at 30".
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10'

Figure 3. Absolute singly differential cross sections for 0.5 MeV Ho impact on Ar. Experiment: @, our single mode data; 0, data of Duncan and Menender (1979). Our theory:
---,singly inelastic; -,
sum of singly and doubly inelastic. -.-, SI + firrt-order DI
theory of Hartley and Walters (1987b).
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5. Conclusions

The use of coincidence techniques to isolate the separate processes contributing to
electron ejection during ion-atom collisions involving structured projectiles had previously shown the importance of simultaneous projectile-target ionization. Absolute
DDCS are now available for the simple projectiles Ho,Het, Heo, all of which have
reasonably well characterized wavefunctions, incident on helium and argon targets.
The experimental evidence for the simultaneous process is now so well established
that any theory which describes only the S I channel cannot in principle be correct even
if it predicts the correct numerical values. Inclusion of both coherent and incoherent
parts of the D I channel within the E I A has yet to be attempted. A calculation of the
electron loss for Ho incident on the light target helium using the second-order Born
approximation (JakubaJ3a-Amundsen 1992) has shown that inclusion of both D I contributions substantially improves the agreement between theory and experiment for
ejection at 30" (Heil et a/ 1991b). For the larger emission angles and energies, the
incoherent part of D I is dominant and hence consideration of just this part should be
sufficient. For the heavier argon target, the EIA (including only the incoherent DI
channel) leads to some overprediction by the theory, at least for high ejection angles.
When He+ (DuBois and Manson 1990) and Heo projectiles are incident on helium
the agreement between theory and experiment remains reasonable but when the theory
is applied to an argon target large discrepancies arise because the incoherent DI
contribution adds considerably to an S I channel which itself fully accounts for (at 30")
or even overestimates (at backward angles) the observed electron loss peak. The source
of these discrepancies is probably the use of a truncated perturbation series (the
second-order Born type E I A theory) which becomes more invalid the stronger the
perturbing field (i.e. the heavier the target) at the comparatively low impact energy
used in the present experiments. Calculating to higher order than second Born is very
intricate, so the way out of this difficulty remains a challenge but it must be resolved
if electron loss from the highly structured heavy ions now available is to be understood.
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